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this is the only olga set i have. i dont know if she ever completed it though. i
have her w006, which i have only 2 pics of - one of her in her youth & one of
her as an adult. i do not have any others. she's got a hair style similar to the
18&19 sets. this set's model name is barbara. i have set 3 of her (3-6), which
are the only ones she ever completed.i'm sure there were more, but they
have eluded me. i have set 7 of her in the white outfit. sets are:
7-10,13-16&18-20. sets are all from the same day in may7,2002, and start
with a w002 set.anonymous15/10/11(sun)13:17file:- ( 175.32kb, 1600x1200,
dscf0038.jpg)there's a good reason why i can only find a couple of pics of
w006. its because i only have 2 pics of her. i got the other pics from a friend. i
have some yulya pics, but she's been replaced with katya since then. i have 3
more of her - set 7-10,13-16&18-20. i think her hair is similar to set1.1, but i
can't be sureanonymous15/10/11(sun)13:31file:- ( 177.13kb, 1200x1600,
p9320147.jpg)more of her.1, but i can't be sure. i'm not sure why i have so
many set 1's (there are 16) but there are some pics in this post. these are the
only 3 pics i have of w019 olya. sets are: 1-3,5-7,9-11&13. sets are all from
oct24,2002, and start with a w002 set. it was for a custom
photoshoot.anonymous15/10/11(sun)16:16file:- ( 126.85kb, 1200x1600,
p9600118.jpg)there's a good reason why i can only find a couple of pics of
w006. its because i only have 2 pics of her. i got the other pics from a friend. i
have some yulya pics, but she's been replaced with katya since then. i have 3
more of her - set 7-10,13-16&18-20. sets are all from the same day in
may7,2002, and start with a w002 set. i think her hair is similar to set1.1, but
i can't be sure.anonymous15/10/11(sun)16:21file:- ( 121.99kb, 1600x1200,
p9130168.jpg)here's the other 3 picsanonymous15/10/11(sun)16:48file:- (
124.35kb, 1200x1600, p7200175.
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and, i have olga m062, the amber queen. i think it's the last olga set i have.
she's a custom, so look for her at customs. also, i have yulya m068, and yulya

m069. i have a lot more, but those are the ones that really jump out at me.
also, i have some nastya m077 sets, i'll post them eventually, hopefully.i've
also got some of the m075 sets. i'm uploading them, some will be low res.

probably will be 4-8. also, i've got a yulya m082, which is set 11. i also have a
yulya m093, which is set 12. you may have found this already, but i've got a

mariana y037 set which is set 14. i've got a mariana y036, set 7. i think this is
the biggest set of hers. i've got a mariana y038 set, set 6, which is the

mariana y091 set. also, i've got a mariana y039, set 2, which is the mariana
y092. last but not least, i've got a mariana y066, set 13, which is the mariana
y095 set. i also have a mariana y067, set 9, which is the mariana y096 set. i

also have a mariana y068, set 8, which is the mariana y097 set. she was
released just before the custom drop, so we didn't have to wait too long to

get one.the last one i have is a mariana y074, set 5. this makes 22 in all.some
of the photos are missing a bit, but it was a 2-model set.i believe these pics

were meant for someone (possibly his
mother)anonymous15/10/13(tue)04:52file:- ( 973.91kb, 1200x1600,

p31200392.jpg)here's 11 sets from y045 alfiya. they are:
2,3,11,17,21,24,28,29,57,68&74. set 17 is a custom, from jan9.04 if anyone

can add to these, that would be great.pic from
28anonymous15/10/13(tue)05:02file:- ( 468.32kb, 1600x1200,

p31200392.jpg)here's some early custom sets as well as some non-custom
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nologo sets of olga y021. i mistakenly labeled it 12 customs. 5ec8ef588b
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